
We are living in a world of relentless change, especially at an organisational level. With 
this rapid change personal productivity has become a strategic and operational priority 
for businesses at a time when many of its people are already struggling to overcome 
their weakening capacity to cope with a mounting workload. 

To resolve this; help people ‘make what matters happen’ more often, get them out  
of their own way and create more flow in how they work will result in sustainably 
accelerating their achievements, increasing their personal and organisational 
productivity. The happy coincidence being greater engagement, personal satisfaction 
and reduction of negative stress. 

This new thought provoking, challenging and personalised one day programme will help 
your people transform their productivity, motivating new levels of discretionary effort in 
authenticating their achievements, giving them the resilience needed when faced with 
challenges and setbacks.

By the end of the day they will be: 
• Aware as to the reality of their own perceptions and the impact this has on their 

personal productivity. 

• Narrowing the gap between their personal aspirations and achievements. 

• Understanding the connection between their daily choices and the consequences 
they experience.

• Growing time by ‘getting out of their own way’ in how they make things happen.

• Increasing their energy levels by making intelligent substitutions. 

• Using ‘Nudge’ reminders and ‘Self Coaching Questions’ to gain absolute clarity on 
priorities and actions. 

Why do some people achieve, and others don’t?    
Top quartile achievers primarily achieve due to an unconscious competence in being 
authentically motivated to focus their performance on the delivery of their priority 
outcomes. In recognising this and gaining greater awareness of the consequences from 
their day to day choices they will be able to realign themselves to make what matters 
happen more often.    

What is Alignment?   
Exploring how to seize control in a world that is speeding up through greater 
understanding of the positive impact and workflow created, through the convergence of 
4 key elements to personal achievement – Clarity, Motivation, Taskstyle and Energy. 

One day programme
Includes
Pre-programme assessments, journal, 
all training materials and post course 
Self-Coaching Summary

Cost 
For up to 12 people £3,000 + 
expenses and VAT 

Subject to Maze Terms and Conditions

Is there a need for your people  
to achieve more with less? 

Does what matter happen in your 
organisation?  

Do your people tend to get in  
their own way? 

Continued overleaf...
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Gaining Clarity on the reality      
With the constant pressure to achieve more with less, they will focus on making choices 
based on the reality of their discretionary time using tried and tested tools to convert 
organisational needs into manageable actions and tasks enabling intelligent substitution 
and embedded prioritisation. 

The reason why anything matters   
Personal success is about getting what you want, but happiness is about enjoying 
what you have got. There is a uniqueness in what motivates each of us to perform, by 
recognising and examining their own motivators it will greatly increase their ability to 
achieve, exceed their own expectations and sustain the resulting change. 

What is Taskstyle? 
Taskstyle is the, often unconscious, way in which we execute tasks…our habits, 
assessment results will provide insight into their current Taskstyle and how they may be 
preventing themselves from achieving by getting in their own way.  With the introduction 
of Nudges, they will be able to influence their future ways of working and the speed of 
delivering their desired outcomes.

The part Energy plays   
Energy is our greatest personal enabler, by making the connection between how they 
feel, the choices they make and their subsequent consequences they will start to 
recognise how they currently de-energise themselves. By making practical personal 
changes – ‘the one best way for them’ they will become more aligned in what they do, 
how they work and feel. 

Post Programme Support
Ongoing support is offered from our Maze Achievement Coaches along with insights, 
tips, Nudges, together with Clarity on how to prioritise and make better choices and 
assistance with Self Coaching Questions. 
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Transform your team’s 
productivity through 
the Maze Achievement 
Programme...

Contact Nicola on  
01664 454 040 or  
Nicola@mazetraining.com

...together we will make 
what matters happen

The secret 
of our daily 
success 
lies hidden 
in our daily 
routine
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